
   Electric Scrubber Driver Sitting
700mm

 ref. C201110036

  Vacuum cleaner and battery scrubber driver sitting.

Compact and ergonomic design, it offers great reliability and
performance, thanks to its 2x12V battery (optional 3x8V) and its
scrubbing width in the 700mm brush.

     5 890,00 € tax excluded

   Características principales

Peso (kg) 26
Dimensiones (mm) 1000x785x400
Depósito de agua limpia / sucia
(l)

70

Potencia máxima (W) 500
Diámetro cepillo (mm) 785
Ancho de trabajo (mm) 850
Capacidad de trabajo teórico
(m²/h)

4300

           Características ampliadas

Battery-powered scrubber machine with ideal suction for shops,
supermarkets and interior surfaces Great efficiency thanks to its
theoretical performance of 4,300m2 / h.

Compact and ergonomic design, it offers great reliability and
performance thanks to its 2x12V battery (optional 3x8V) and its
scrubbing width in the 700mm brush. The center console has all
the necessary brush controls for better cleaning efficiency.

The brush works at the rhythm of the engine, once the scrubbing
lip is raised, the suction motor closes to prevent dripping from
inside the tube.

This machine has a gravity induction system and an automatic
deceleration to prevent damage due to improper handling by the
operator.

When reversing, the flashing emergency light offers better
security, as well as its front LED light, which guarantees night
safety.

The brush cover and squeegee are molded by an alloy mold to
ensure the stability of the entire machine.

It has a visible water level screen and easy to observe the volume
of water in the clean water tank.

The dirty water tank is equipped with a transparent cover to
observe the volume of water in it.

Once the brush stops moving, the water does not flow, which



lengthens the durability of the components and avoids the need to
manually close the water valve.

The handle has an ergonomic and current design.

Spare parts available, consult us.

FEATURES

DRIVER SITTING
THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE m2 / h 4300
SCREWED WIDTH (rear lip) mm 850
SIDE BRUSH DIAMETER mm 700
POWER MOTOR BRUSH W 2x300
POWER OF SUCTION MOTOR W 500
W 400 TRANSFER MOTOR POWER
RPM 200 BRUSH SPINNING SPEED
CAPACITY DEPOSIT OF DIRTY WATER Liters 100
CLEAN WATER TANK CAPACITY Liters 90
MAIN BRUSH mm 600
BATTERIES V 2X12
NET WEIGHT kg 400
FOLDED DIMENSIONS (length x width) mm 1369x1000x1209
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